Abstract. Microblog has been an essential tool in people's daily life recent years. Because of its interactive and its multiple users, current events can get a fast spread speed. As a result, more and more people use this platform to focus on hot spots instead of newspaper or television. However, people can only search for some relevant posts ranked by time sequence with much content redundancy or get some hot key words which are hard to understand without background knowledge. In this paper, we analyze the challenges in event detection on microblogging platforms, and present a research framework for event detection and summarization for microblog data.
Introduction
Microblog has been a popular social utility recent years. Some famous platforms such as Twitter and Sina Microblog have attracted hundreds of millions of users. Everyday people post information about life, mood or opinions of some hot events. Microblog contains rich resources of news and hot topics. Besides, microblog is a more real-time media and users can easily access to the views of other people. Nowadays, people browse news transferring from traditional media such as newspaper and website to microblog step by step. Most researches on microblog focus on its properties as a social network, while ignoring its contribution as a news media.
Generally, users could find posts related to an event through keyword search. However, because of the character length restriction, one post can hardly meet a user's requirement. In order to understand the outline of the event, users probably have to browse a large amount of posts along with redundant information inevitably. Traditional works based on microblog event analysis mostly concentrate on event detection and event tracking. Their objective was to extract events from a large microblog data set, and then attach every new event-related post to an existing event, which often ignore the description of an event after it is extracted from microblog. From the perspective of users, these tasks do not have much help to understand events conveniently. For example, we can obtain a data set related to an event "Kagoshima fisher detain" by event detection or keywords search, but the posts in the set are always disorder and verbose. It is probably that there are lots of posts sharing same texts about the topic "detain" and some other posts about "release" which means that people may take much time to filter useless information and read all the details of this event.
Based on above points, it is worth generating a summary for a given event data set. The summary should be concise. Meanwhile, it should cover important information as much as possible. To meet these conditions, in this paper, we present a new framework for detecting events and further generating a summary of a microblog event cluster. Besides, in order to let users understand the event better, we try to extract some "General sentences" in the data set. General sentences are some informal sentences used for describing general opinions in microblog. By combining the sentences that directly describe the event with the General ones, people can receive a clear description of an event. The challenges in event summarization lie in sentences importance judging and General sentences extraction. The sentences importance judging problem refers to decide which sentence is more important to be selected into summary. Moreover, the selected sentences must be different from each other. The General sentences extraction problem refers to accurately extract a General sentence from a post.
Background
Event related analysis on microblog has always been a hot research topic since microblog appeared. However, most researches in this area focus on event detection or event extraction. There are few works concentrated on microblog event summarization. [1] is the first one to achieve this goal. They give a solution based on learning the underlying hidden state representation of the event via Hidden Markov Models to generate summary for certain events, i.e., American Football games. The limitation of their work is that this method is only suitable for certain event. [2] proposed an algorithm called "Phrase Refinement" to generate one sentence as a summary for a tweet event. But sometimes only one sentence is not enough for introducing an event. Rui Long et al. [3] proposed a unified workflow of event detection, tracking and summarization on microblog data. Their summarization step considered both the content coverage and evolution over time. Their summary consists of posts which may have a lot of redundant information. A related task is automatic text summarization. Its goal is to generate a summary for documents such as news reports, articles and papers. Based on the number of target documents, this task can be divided into single document summarization and multi documents summarization [5] . Daraksha Parveen et al. [4] proposed a graphbased method for extracting single document summarization which considers importance, non-redundancy and local coherence simultaneously. Piji Li et al. [5] proposed a sparse-coding-based method that calculated the salience of the text units by jointly considering news reports and reader comments for multi documents summarization. Our work can be seen as multi documents summarization. However, these approaches cannot be directly applied to microblog data. Different from general document data such as articles and news reports, a microblog post must express the topic in no more than 140 characters. Meanwhile, a post does not contain "title", "paragraph" or other structures in passages which are necessary for the documents summarization methods.
Another similar task is event description after event extraction. Some previous works use words or words tuple to describe an event. [8] uses some typical words to describe an event which requests readers to have a little background knowledge. [6] provides a 4-tuple (Time, Locations, Entities, Keywords) structure of the detected events. Lizhou Zheng et al. extracted 5W1H-tuple to describe an event [7] . However, words only are uneasy for people to understand an event. Other works select some posts to represent an event [3] . Due to the characteristic of microblog, this method can involve much irrelevant information.
Framework for Event Detection and Summarization
In this section, we describe the details of event summarization on microblogs. Given a set of microblogs about an event, we first conduct some textual preprocessing on it.
The preprocessing includes word segmentation, removing stop words and POS tagging. We define the event related sentences selection and General sentences selection tasks as ranking problem. Then we extract the event-related sentences and General sentences using different units separately.
For event-related sentences extraction, we split every microblog into several short sentences as units by recognizing punctuations. The reason for employing this step is that there is a lot of overlap among the posts, directly selecting some posts as summary will be redundant. Each part of a post (normally separated by punctuations like "，", "。" or space) may contain different aspects of a event. Taking short ones as summary will be concise and intuitive. After that, we get the dependency grammar between the words in the short units using the Stanford Parser. Then we construct a words dependency graph and using HITS algorithm to get the importance score of the words. The vertexes in the graph consist of the words and the edges are the dependency between words. Finally, we calculate the score of a unit by summing all the words importance score it contains. Top 50 units will be selected as candidates. We use the MMR (maximal marginal relevance) to rank the event related sentences and select top n units as event introduction.
For General sentences extraction, we split the post only by ".". Because different from event-related sentences, opinion sentences always need more complex information which cannot be contained by short sentences. What is more, other punctuations like '?' or '!' always represent opinion tendency. Then we extract some useful features and use Logistic Regression to rank the candidate sentences, select some of them as General sentences subset. In the following sections, we describe the details about the sub-routines respectively.
In the preprocessing step, we pay attention to recognize punctuations for sentences partition. In particular, for event related sentence extraction, most of the short sentences less than 5 words are discarded. But a fraction of them which contain time or geographical position would be retained. These short sentences will be combined to the adjacent units. Stop words are also removed in this step.
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The proposed framework of event summarization on microblogs
In order to select the most important sentences to generate our summary, we propose to use graph based models such as HITS (Hypertext-Induced Topic Search), to rank the sentences. HITS has been adopted by many researchers for automatic summarization [4] . As a result, there have been many solutions to construct the graph. The vertex or node in the graph can be a word, a sentence or even a document. The edge between vertexes can be generated by words co-occurrence or text similarity. In this paper, considering that there is much semantic information existed between words, we adopt words as our vertexes and use directed edge to describe the relation between words. The edge between two vertexes can be generated by dependency grammar technique. Dependency grammar is used to describe the dependency relations between words in a sentence. Each word is linked to another word with a special relation. Compared to words co-occurrence which may be meaningless, the word pairs produced by Dependency grammar contain more semantic information. For example, in the sentence "this car has a fantastic shape", the word "fantastic" has a dependency relationship with "shape". A lot of words pairs like <shape, fantastic> are generated by dependency grammar technique. "Shape" is defined as governor and "fantastic" is defined as dependent. A number of dependency relations are introduced in the dependency grammar. In the graph, we construct a directed edge from dependent to governor. There have been many tools that can be used to extract dependency relations of a sentence, such as Stanford Parser. Thus, in our study, we simply use the Stanford Parser for dependency grammar analysis.
For the selection of general sentences, we can use Logistic Regression (LR) to classify the long sentences. In order to find a suitable subset of General sentences, we propose to rank the sentences based on the probability of positive label from the output of LR, i.e., the sentence ranked in front is more likely to be a General one. We select the top one as candidates. After that, we re-rank them based on their HITS score.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a new framework for event detection and summarization for microblogs. Differing from previous studies, we propose to first extract events from microblogs, then to summarize events to present a detailed summarization for microblog events. Our framework uses short sentences to extract events, and uses long sentences to extract general sentences for events. These results are then used to generate event summary.
